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After your casebook, a Casenote Legal Brief is your most important reference source for the entire

semester. The series is trusted for its expert summary of the principal cases in your casebook. Its

proven reliability makes Casenote Legal Briefs the most popular case brief series available. With

more than 100 titles keyed to the current editions of major casebooks, you know you can find the

help you need. The brief for each case saves you time and helps you retain important issues. Each

brief has a succinct statement of the rule of law/black letter law, description of the facts, and

important points of the holding and decision. Quicknotes are short definitions of the legal terms used

at the end of each brief. Use the Glossary in the end of your text to define common Latin legal

terms. Such an overview, combined with case analysis, helps broaden your understanding and

supports you in classroom discussion. Each title is keyed to the current edition of a specific

casebook; it s your trusted guide to the text throughout the semester.The brief for each principal

case in the casebook saves you time and helps you retain important issues. Each brief has a

succinct statement of the rule of law/black letter law, description of the facts, important points of the

holding and decision, and concurrences and dissents included in the casebook excerpt. This

overview is combined with a short analysis: all to help you broaden your understanding and support

you in classroom discussion.  Quicknotes at end of each brief give you short definitions of the legal

terms used.  A handy Glossary of common Latin words and phrases is included in every Casenote. 

Detailed instruction on how to brief a case is provided for you.  A free Quick Course Outline

accompanies all Casenote Legal Briefs in these course areas: Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law,

Contracts, Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, Evidence, Property, and Torts.
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These legal briefs make law school so much more understandable. The rules that are distilled out of

every case aren't always the rule that the professor keys in on, but more often than not, it is. And it

is quite helpful when preparing for class to have the essence of the case laid out for you. I would

recommend these for every class, but particularly for Business Organizations. I will usually get a

previous edition of the textbook (to save tons of money), then get the Casenote Legal Briefs for the

current edition so that I can get the jist of the few cases that are not included in the previous edition

of the textbook. These are certainly helpful, and I definitely recommend them for every student.

Every law student knows the fear of getting cold called but with this book you can easily reference

the case you were supposed to read. This book gives you the ability to answer your teacher's

questions while pretending that you might actually be learning something in law school besides

what cripplingly debt is. It has saved many friends of mine, whether it be for preparing for class or

an upcoming exam.

I got an A in this class and only read through maybe 1/2 of my textbook. I did find some

holdings/take away from case not correct. Therefore, I recommend using this book as your

professor is going through the textbook and making notes within this book on what the professor

actually cares about. The facts are correct and can save you a lot of time in preparing to be

cold-called.

Great study tool. Most casenote legal briefs also have an outline, this does not (reason for 4-star

and not 5-star).

Awesome little summaries of some very dense cases. Helpful to me as I was cramming for

Corporations. I suggest pairing it with Legalines or some similar outline book.

You get a variety of case summaries, it's an excellent reference resource for paralegal work and

study. I am very pleased.



If you are taking business associations or corporations and using the Klein book, this does a pretty

good job of giving you the main point of each case. By the end of the course, I was relying almost

exclusively on these briefs.

great series. fast shipping
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